
Stripes and Curves Workshop
with Daisy Aschehoug
 
Featuring the Klem Quilt or any project from the book 
Quilt Modern Curves and Bold Stripes

This materials list is for participants who choose to make the Klem Quilt. Fabric requirements for book projects 
are listed in the book.

The Klem Quilt is a fun display of dizzying strips and curves. The key to the design lies in high contrast 
foreground/background fabric choices that let your piecing skills shine. Fabrics that work well for this design will 
be solids or prints that read like a solid from a distance. If you’re excitd about a large scale print that has many 
colors, consider a high-contrast solid to pair with it. The pattern can be purchased prior to the workshop from 
warmfolk.com.

Quilt size: 48” x 66” 

Tools: Cutting mat, rotary cutter, sewing machine, iron, pins.

Optional tools: 28mm rotary cutter, 1/4 inch glue stick from Fons & Porter or Sewline 
(regular school glue sticks are not precise enough even though the glue is a similar, sticky washable glue).

Materials:
Fabric requirements are based on 40” of usable fabric once selvedges are removed. 
Pink (foreground): 1 1/4 yards
White (background): 3 yards
Binding: 1/2 yard
Backing: 2 1/2 yards
Batting: 56” x 74”

If you have any questions, please email me at daisy@warmfolk.com. I look 
forward to seeing you in the workshop!

***BE SURE YOU PRINT TEMPLATAES ACTUAL SIZE. Some printers 
scale to fit the page without being asked to. Many internet browswer 
windows also resize files, so I recommend downloading and opening 
the file in a PDF reader to print. Use the 1 inch scale box to check that 
your printer is on the correct setting. Or, measure the straight edge of the 
convex template; the correct length is 6 1/2”. 

If you prefer a thicker template, consider glueing template copies  to thin cardboard (i.e. cereal box) and then 
cutting. Your guild may make a group purchase of any-sized acrylic templates here:
https://warmfolk.com/collections/templates/products/template-bundle
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Be sure to manually select the 
option in your prinrt screen to print 
“actual size”. 

If the 1 inch box measures too big 
or too small, check the printer 
settings and try again.


